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STRICT RADICAL CLASSES OF ASSOCIATIVE RINGS
PATRICK N. STEWART
Abstract.
A class of rings is strongly hereditary if it is closed
under taking subrings. Strict radical classes (that is, radical classes
for which the class of semisimple rings is strongly hereditary) are
studied, strongly hereditary strict radical classes are classified, and
it is shown that the category of associative rings has no proper
localizing subcategories in the sense of Sul'gelfer.

1. Introduction. In this paper we assume a familiarity with the basic
notions of radical theory (see [3]). Let 3i be a radical class of associative
rings and ¡f the class of 3t semisimple rings. The radical class 31 is
strict if y is closed under taking subrings; that is, if £f is strongly hereditary. Notice that 3$ is a strict radical class if and only if for each ring A,
3i(A) contains all subrings of A which are in 3t; or equivalently, if S is a
subring of A and Seâ?, then the ideal of A which is generated by S is
contained in 3$(A).
Kurosh [5] introduced the concept of a strict radical class for groups,
and Livshits [6] and Sul'gelfer [7] have studied strict radical classes in
categories. More recently, Gardner [4] has proved that all j^-radical
classes are strict (a radical class 3i of associative rings is an ¿/-radical
class if whenever A e 3Î and A+^.S+, then S e 3$; that is, if 3% depends
only on the underlying additive group structure of rings), and Sul'gelfer
[8] has employed the notion of a strongly hereditary strict radical class
to develop a theory of localizing subcategories which applies to a wide
class of nonabelian categories including the category of associative rings.
In this paper we investigate strict radical classes of associative rings and
show that the category of associative rings has no proper localizing subcategories in the sense of Sul'gelfer.

2. Strict radical classes. Let ^ be a class of rings. Denote by #, the
class of all rings A such that every nonzero homomorphic image of A
contains a nonzero subring which is (isomorphic to a ring) in <ê. It follows
from [3, Theorem 1] that <&\is a radical class.
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Theorem 2.1. A radical class £%is strict if and only if 3%'=#', for some
class of rings %'.

Proof.1
It is clear that if ^ is a strict radical class, then £%=£&s.
Let ^ be any class of rings, A a ring and S1a subring of A. To establish
that <£s is a strict radical class it is sufficient to prove that if S e #'„ then

S=S+AS+SA+ASA

(the ideal of A which is generated by S) is also

in *£s. Let S/K be a nonzero homomorphic image of S. It is enough to
find a nonzero homomorphism of S into S/K.

If S^K, then the mapping defined by x^-x+K for each xeS will
suffice.
If S^K, then 53çKby Andrunakievic's lemma [3, Lemma 61]. Choose
n=2 minimal such that Sn^K. Then Sn~1^K so (S+AS)Sn~2^K (if
«=2, take 5n~2=A* = the ring obtained by adjoining an identity to A in
the usual way). Now choose an integer m, an element aeA, and an
element b e Sn~2 such that (m+a)Sb^K.
Consider the mapping defined by x-y(m+a)xb+K
for each x e S.
Clearly this mapping is well defined and behaves well with respect to
addition. If xlt x2 e S, then
(m + a)x1x2b e A*S2Sn~2 <= Sn S K

and
(m + a)xxb(m + a)x2b e A*SSn~2SSn'2 £ Sn S K.

Therefore the mapping is a homomorphism
nonzero.

and since (m+a)Sb^K,

it is

Corollary
2.2. Let % be a class of rings and A a ring.
(i) Ifë is homomorphically closed, then A is ^ s semisimple if and only if
no nonzero subring of A is in %'.
(ii) If'if is a radical class, then A is 'tf s semisimple if and only if every
subring of A is if semisimple.

Corollary
2.3. A radical class eft is strict if and only if ' ¿%is the upper
radical class determined by a strongly hereditary class of rings.
The proof of 2.3 follows from the observation that if J( is a strongly
hereditary class of rings, then the upper radical class determined by «^
is the radical class *€s where <€ is the class of all rings not in Jt'.
The generalized nil radical class jVg of Andrunakievic [1] and Thierrin
[10] is the upper radical class determined by the class of all rings without
proper divisors of zero. It follows from 2.3 that Jf g is strict. In fact, it is
1 This proof is patterned after the proof of Lemma 2 in Sulinski, Anderson and
Divinsky, Lower radical properties for associative and alternative rings, J. London

Math. Soc. 41 (1966), 417^124. MR 33 #4095.
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known (see [2], [8]) that a ring is jV\ semisimple if and only if it has no
nonzero nilpotent elements, so it follows from 2.2(h) that Jf^Jf
s
where Jf is the nil radical class.

3. Related rings. Let 3$ be a strict radical class and A an 3t semisimple
ring. The ring An of «X« matrices with entries from A may not be 3i
semisimple: the generalized nil radical class provides an example. Nor
is the polynomial ring A[x] necessarily 3% semisimple. To construct an
example consider the polynomial ring over Z2, the field of two elements.
Notice that the ideal / of Z2[x] which is generated by x+x2 cannot be
homomorphically mapped onto Z2. Let ^ be the class of all homomorphic
images of /. Then Z2 is 'S, semisimple but <87s(Z2[x])=7. However, for
any strict radical class 3t, if A is 3t semisimple, then 3t(A[x])^
{feA[x]:f(a)=0
for each a in the centre of A*}. This follows because
there can be no nonzero homomorphisms of a ring in 31 into an 3/t
semisimple ring.
Although the above examples show that in general 3i{A^)^3t(A)n
and
3i{A\x\)j£3t{A)\x~\ for a strict radical class 3i, we do have the following

result.
Proposition

3.1.

For any strict radical class 3&,

(i) ifAeSt, then Ane3$,
(ii) if A e 3$, thenA\x\e3t.
Proof,
(i) Let 3i be a strict radical class and suppose that A e 3i.
Then A (more precisely, the subring of scalar matrices) is contained in
3$(A„) and so 3i{An)sA(An) = (An)2. Since Aj(An)2 is isomorphic to the
direct sum of «2 copies of A\A2, An/(An)2 e 3i. Therefore,

An e 3%.

The proof of (ii) is similar.
4. Sul'geifer's localizing subcategories.
Using the notion of a strongly
hereditary strict radical class Sul'gelfer [8] has developed a theory of
localizing subcategories which is applicable to the category of associative
rings. However, in this section we shall prove that the category of associative rings has no proper localizing subcategories in the sense of Sul'gelfer.
For each set S of prime numbers let Ts denote the class of all rings A
such that for each x e A, pi1 ■■• pl"x=0 for some p¡ e S and positive
integers ax, • • • , a.kdepending on x. When 5 is the set of all prime numbers
we shall denote Ts by T, and we set ^ = {(0)}. It is clear that each Ts
is a strongly hereditary strict radical class. In the next proposition we
show that, except for the class of all rings, these are the only strongly
hereditary strict radical classes.
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Proposition 4.1. A strict radical class 3ft which is not the class of all
rings is strongly hereditary if and only if 3i=Tsfor
some set S of prime
numbers.

Proof.
Assume that 31 is a strongly hereditary strict radical class.
First we show that if 3Î^ T, then 3Î is the class of all rings.

Suppose that (0)?¿Ae3t

and that A is T semisimple. By 3.1(i) the

matrix ring A2 e 3ft and so C°°, the zero ring on the infinite cyclic group,
is in 3Î because it is isomorphic to a subring of A2. Thus the simple ring Q2,
where Q is the field of rational numbers, is in 3Í since it has a subring
isomorphic to C°°. But then all subrings of Q2 are in 3t and so Z, the ring

of integers, is in 3i. Now, by 3.1(h), Z[x] e 31 from which it follows that
all rings which are generated by one element are in 3?. Therefore 3Ü
is the class of all rings.
If 3Î is a strongly hereditary strict radical class which is not the class of
all rings, then açî'.
Arguing as above we see that \ïp is a prime number
such that ^n7"{í,}5¿{(0)}, then T{i))ç3î. It follows that 3t=Ts where
S={p:3$nTMî£{(0)}}.
This completes the proof of the proposition.
Let 3ft be a strongly hereditary strict radical class. A ring C is 3ft closed
[8, 4.16] if C is 3$ semisimple and if each homomorphism A->C can be
extended to a homomorphism 5—>-Cwhenever A is an 3% accessible subring of B. The general definition of 3%accessible is given in [8, 4.13]; for
our purposes the following characterization [8, 4.14] is sufficient: a subring A of an 3ft semisimple ring B is an 3$ accessible subring of B if and
only if there is a finite chain of subrings /,£/2£■ <^Ik=B such that

Ij£ A and It is an ideal of Ii+1 with Ii+JIi e 3ft for each i= 1, • • • , k— 1.
It follows from Sul'geïfer [8, 4.12 and 4.19] that a subcategory of the
category of associative rings is a localizing subcategory if and only if it
is a full subcategory, the class of objects in the subcategory is a strongly
hereditary strict radical class 3t, and each 3ft semisimple ring can be
embedded as an 3ft accessible subring in an 3ft closed ring.
From 4.1 we see that the class of objects of a proper localizing subcategory must be Ts for some nonempty set S of prime numbers.
In the next example we exhibit a T semisimple ring which can not be
embedded as a T accessible subring in a T closed ring.
Example 4.2. Let Q[xx, • • •, xn, • • •} be the ring of polynomials in an
infinite number of commuting indeterminates over the field of rational
numbers Q. Let D be the ideal of all polynomials with zero constant
term and let S be the subring of D consisting of all polynomials with zero
constant term and integer coefficients. Set

A = S + f xnD\
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Suppose that C is a T closed ring with subrings I1,---,Ik

A à h s •'•• s 4 - c,

such that

r%sÂ'sCt

and /, is an ideal of íi+1 with 7¡+1//¿e 77for each i=\,
Choose N>k and define

Ax= X,

277

■■• , k—l.

/1!+1= At + J x„D°-! for i «=1, • •, N- 1.

Since AN is 77semisimple and Ai is an ideal of Ai+1 with Ai+1/A¡ e Tfor
each z= 1, • • • , N— ], A is a Taccessible subring of AN. Because A is a
subring of C and C is 77closed there is a homomorphism/i/l.v—>-C which

is the identity on A.
Each of the factor rings /¿+i//¿ is in T and x^ e A^C, so there is an
integer «i^2 such that mxN e /,. Since x^ös^,
x2N¡mke An. Now

f(mxN)=mxx 6/,, f(x%lmk) e C, and 7¡ is an ideal of 7i+1 for each
/ = 1, • • • , /c—1, so
/(x*v+1/m)= (f(mxN))k-\f(xllmk))
Thus there is an element a£/4

6 /, £ 4.

such that

ma = m/(x*v+1/m) -/(x^1)

= x#"\

However, from the definition of A it is clear that this implies that k+1 =

iV+1 which contradicts the choice of TV.
Therefore A is not a T accessible subring of any T closed ring.
It is clear how to modify the above example so as to obtain an example
for the other nontrivial strongly hereditary strict radical classes 7^. Thus

we obtain the following.
Theorem 4.3.

The category of associative rings has no proper localizing
v

w

subcategories in the sense of Sul'gelfer.
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